Abstract-An important aspect of the studies undertaken in bioelectromagnetism relates to the choice of exposure facility. The characteristics of a real electromagnetic environment are far more complex compared to the one plane wave irradiation set-up used in the majority of bioelectromagnetic studies. Moreover, biological requirements should represent the starting point in the design of an in vitro exposure system. Indeed it is important to avoid altering the electromagnetic properties of the exposure system in the presence of biological equipments. Related to these two essential points, this article contributes to show the advantages of a Mode Stirred Reverberation Chamber (MSRC) to guarantee a controlled electromagnetic environment around biological materials for in vitro experimentation. An example of irradiation of in vitro human skin cells cultures is considered to illustrate this paper. In order to show that the biological conditions and the physical requirements for in vitro experiments are checked, two aspects are described. Firstly we achieved the characterization of the electromagnetic field generated around the biological system (both equipments and cultures). Secondly the analysis of the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) inside the biological medium was evaluated both numerically and experimentally. Initially, the statistical properties of fields inside the MSRC were checked with or without the biological devices in order to verify their electromagnetic transparency with respect to the reverberating properties of the electromagnetic environment (inside MSRC). We checked the good agreement of the experimental electromagnetic power distribution with the theoretical one.
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The computation of electromagnetic energy absorbed by biological medium (SAR) was based upon Finite Difference in Time Domain (FDTD) technique. A numerical analogy was achieved between the MSRC behavior and a free-space finite sum of random plane waves. Simulations are able to provide both an estimation of SAR distribution inside each biological culture dish and a computation of the coupling effects between dishes. Relying on the previous conclusions, temperature measurements were led to evaluate the experimental SAR levels and its time variations inside the MSRC. Two high-frequency (900 MHz) environments were considered: A 10 minutes exposure with field amplitude inside the biological incubator of 7.87 V/m and 30 minutes with 41 V/m (SAR ranged from 2.6 mW/kg to 73 mW/kg, mean values). Numerical and experimental results prove the ability of MSRC to provide a large and efficient tool to achieve bioelectromagnetic experiments at high frequencies.
INTRODUCTION
The proliferationof wireless devices including cell phones, base stations, WiFi and Bluetooth technologies conferred an increasing interest in research programs focusing on the biological effects of high frequency electromagnetic waves in order to establish a formal link between the electromagnetic environment and a biological response. Therefore, the choice of an exposure system arose in the frequency band ranging from 900 MHz to 2.4 GHz (used by wireless communication devices).
Exposure Setups for Bioelectromagnetic Experiments in High Frequency Range
A large number of studies considering the biological and biomedical effects of High Frequency ElectroMagnetic Fields (HF EMF) were carried out starting from test facilities allowing the generation of an electromagnetic plane wave [1] . Review on exposure systems used for bioelectromagnetic experiments in high frequency range [2] enabled to arrange variety of electromagnetic devices according to their major characteristics. First, it was possible to part studies with respect to the experimental protocol (in vitro or in vivo); then systems might be classified into various groups with regards to the electromagnetic waves properties and/or interactions (propagating, resonant and radiating).
We could quote for example the anechoic chamber, and also Transverse ElectroMagnetic (TEM) cells [3, 4] . TEM cells have been recently used as in vivo exposure tools in bioelectromagnetic experiments such as cerebral changes in rats [5] . Although homogeneity of electric fields was excellent when culture dishes were settled in the centre of the TEM cell, it might be noticed that the electric field quickly decreased in the neighbourhood of the walls. Thus, the ability of TEM cells to perform homogeneous exposure of biological samples is consequently reduced due to the non-uniformity of electric field distributions (quantifying levels of electric fields and dosimetry became complex) [6] . Moreover, the principal disadvantage related to the generation of a plane wave lied in the possible deterioration of its characteristics in the presence of biological equipments. Indeed, in the frequency band considered, the introduction of diffracting elements (biological devices, metallic for instance) into the environment of measurement could disturb the uniformity of the electromagnetic field. In order to create a high amplitude field without powerful amplifiers, specific systems including a metal cavity and electronic cells have previously been designed [7] . The physical properties of this closed structure lead to important amplitudes of the internal field from a wire patch cell combined with an enclosed cavity. A matching device was added to the test cell in order to make it as versatile as possible and usable for different amounts of biological medium. Nevertheless, the cell matching was sensitive to experimental conditions and the induced fields in the biological cell layer and consequently the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) levels depended highly on the medium quantity. Unlike other exposure systems (efficient from an electromagnetic point of view), the wire patch cell used in this study did not require a complex heat exchanger to ensure a constant temperature. Furthermore some recent works have led to the design of new systems [8, 9] respectively to expose rats under farfield conditions (in vivo) or to lead in vivo experiments. Advantages of Radio Frequency (RF) exposure system from [9] relied on its ability to irradiate large cell culture incubator. Although conventional amplifiers might be used to generate low SAR levels of exposure (0.08 W/kg which corresponded to the basic restriction for general public exposure from [10] ), bioelectromagnetic experiments needing higher SAR levels might reveal complex. With the idea to exploit directly the modal properties of the oversized metallic cavities, previous studies [11] laid emphasis on the effect of HF EMF on bean root growth. Furthermore, relying on the theory of metallic enclosures, the Mode Stirred Reverberation Chamber (MSRC) was used to expose animals to an electromagnetic environment [12, 13] . Recent works showed great interest in MSRC for the in vivo high frequency electromagnetic exposures of rats and dosimetric studies related [14, 15] . For instance, MSRC allowed the use of huge biological devices in a large working volume with a controlled electromagnetic environment (with or without biological material). Although the research programs concerned by in vitro experiments led under investigation various types of exposure systems [16] , the MSRC were very seldom used [2] . Previously, we identified a formal link between an electromagnetic environment (900 MHz) and the response of a plant model [17] [18] [19] [20] from MSRC experiments. However, the interest of this exposure device for in vitro experiments is highlighted here in the case of human skin cells in culture. Indeed, this model made possible the study of two aspects of the exposure system characterization. The analysis of the properties of the electromagnetic environment in the vicinity of the biological model and that of the power inside the biological culture medium containing the cells allowed an exhaustive study of the MSRC as an exposure system.
Brief Overview of MSRC
The appearance of the MSRC in the literature dates back to the end of the 1960s. The study of the MSRC for applications in electromagnetism developed slowly and had only been introduced in standards in the last twenty years [21, 22] for electronic testing processes. A review of the most relevant work done on MSRC investigation until 2002 is given in [23] : as expected, in this article, MSRC were most of the time used for ElectroMagnetic Compatibility (EMC) experiments.
Later, [24] showed that MSRC is useful for bioelectromagnetic experiments: This facility was used as the exposure setup for a long-term in vivo study with a large number of unconstrained animals, exposed to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields. The use of MSRC has increased rapidly in the last fifteen years, mainly for EMC testing; many studies have focused on the characterization and measurement of the fields in the chamber [25, 26] . As explained, the MSRC was classically used for the generation of an electromagnetic field of high amplitude to perform measurements in EMC and also for applications in telecommunications, with, for example, the implementation of wireless devices testing in broad range of multipath radio environment.
In summary, a MSRC is an electrically large, highly conductive, resonant enclosure, where the electromagnetic field structure is continuously altered using paddles or stirrers (except for mode-tuning chambers whose working relies on frequency stirring), such that they provide a statistically homogeneous field distribution and isotropic field within a specific volume (called the "working volume"). The typical shape of a MSRC is rectangular (length, width and height should not be simple multiples or rational fractions of each other). Its volume is intimately related to various important factors such as the minimum operating frequency, the number of modes, the quality-factor of the chamber and the working volume (i.e., the domain where the electromagnetic properties of the field are statistically controlled) [28] . According to Fig. 1 , the metallic cavity is equipped with a mode stirrer corresponding to a rotating mechanical system (mode-tuning chamber are not considered here). As illustrated by Fig. 1(a) 1, this equipment must be as asymmetric as possible, its function during rotation being to modify the internal electromagnetic environment. A stationary electromagnetic field is established when an empty MSRC is excited with a sinusoidal signal at a given frequency. Its spatial distribution corresponds to the superposition of the resonance modes of the cavity. An optimal operation is obtained when overlaps of cavity resonances arose (when the density of modes is sufficiently important, namely at high frequencies). If this condition is verified, and if a rotating stirrer is settled in the cavity, all the components of the electric field at a given spatial point have the same averaged value. Moreover, averaged electric fields at different spatial points may be regarded as identical. These results are obtained over a revolution of the stirrer: The measurements of the electric field components or the electromagnetic power lead to determine the statistical parameters of the electromagnetic environment of the MSRC. If the dimensions of the cavity and those of the stirrer are large enough compared to the considered wavelengths, the real and the imaginary parts of the Cartesian components of the electric field follow a normal law, are independent and correspond to the same variance. The modulus of the components of the electric field consequently follows a Rayleigh law. According to this last assumption, it is necessary to avoid direct couplings between the emission and the receiving antennas which is easier to achieve in a MSRC of great dimensions [29] . The statistical data of a MSRC are obtained by performing measurements of electromagnetic field components during a revolution of the stirrer: At a given spatial point of the chamber, those data vary between a minimum and a maximum, but the average value of the field is considered identical from a point to another. A first indicator of the performances of a MSRC is often the value of the standard deviation of the electric field components or of the total electric field [21] . At a given frequency, lower values advocate the right to admit that the density of modes is sufficiently high and the stirrer is sufficiently effective to modify the electromagnetic field from one position to another one. The theoretical laws of probability and the space uniformity of the electric field can be checked from a large amount of measured data. Consequently, in the case of a system that does not modify the electromagnetic environment of the MSRC, its response is independent of its directivity [30] , i.e., all parts of the system under test are illuminated by a field with the same characteristics.
Biological Experimental Setup
To illustrate, the present work considers the irradiation of in vitro human skin cells cultures. Data are taken from a recent program [31] developed by our laboratory which aimed to analyze the non-thermal effects of high frequency electromagnetic fields on human skin cells (keratinocytes). The Fig. 1 illustrates the experimental configuration studied here: One cells culture consists of a small dish (cylindrical shape of 41 mm × 12 mm) containing 2 mL of growing medium (pink liquid). Each culture was enclosed in a plexiglass box for maintaining a CO 2 (5%) atmosphere. Four to height cells cultures were transferred inside a custom-made (8 mm thick glass internally insulated with 20 mm high-density polystyrene) heating incubator (37 • C). These dishes were placed on a 1 cm width plexiglass board located 16 cm (≈ 0.5λ at f = 900 MHz) above the heating device and 26 cm below the air fan. This culture chamber was then placed inside the working volume of the MSRC for irradiation. Two power levels have been assayed respectively corresponding to two characteristic electric fields (see relation 2) surrounding biological media:
.87 V/m and 41 V/m at 900 MHz.
As explained in [32] , the key issues gathering biological questions and exposure requirements are to design and control the electromagnetic properties of the exposure system. Thus, the fundamental steps are the choice of a proper EM structure, its sizing considering theoretical principles, numerical design and computation of dosimetry. Of course, the last step relies on experimental dosimetry in order to verify numerical results. In this study, results obtained at 900 MHz included both experimental and numerical achievements: First, we obtained a complementary knowledge concerning the electromagnetic environment parameters in the neighbourhood and into the human cells cultures exposed to HF EMF; then, we determined the power absorbed into the biological liquid containing cells.
CONTROL OF THE STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EXPOSURE SYSTEM
First, relying on the statistical working of MSRC, it was necessary to define criteria and quantities to check the expected electromagnetic behavior of our MSRC. Then, we put the focus on statistical properties of the empty (without biological devices) MSRC. Finally, we were interested in validating the electromagnetic properties of electric field and power in the vicinity of the biological media (inside the culture chamber, Fig. 1(a) 3).
Definition of Electromagnetic Validating Criteria
The interest of the standards [21] and [22] used in MSRC working was principally to provide accurate and robust characteristics to ensure the reproducibility of the tests. This part is dedicated to the definition of electromagnetic notations which were necessary to set the levels of the electric fields obtained in the MSRC. Considering the properties of the electromagnetic environment inside the MSRC, its characterization needed relevant parameters.
The measurement of one component E r (r = x, y, z) for location i and stirrer step j was noted (E r ) i,j . Moreover, notations ↔ . and. stand respectively for normalization over one revolution of the stirrer based upon maximizing and averaging. Last, brackets represented averaging over measurement locations.
The standard [21] enabled to define, for each Cartesian component r (r = x, y, z), a quantity at the location i as follows:
which represented the maximum value of electric field component r over a revolution of the stirrer. From [21], electric field might be normalized by incident power P in . In the following, a measured electric field was always given with its corresponding P in . Thus, it is possible to define a characteristic electric field for each sampled frequency from averaging over N measurement points
with
In our conditions, considering the working frequency (around 900 MHz), and the variety of tests achieved (with or without biological equipments), various numbers of locations were used to measure electric field. In the following, we referred to the electric field defined by relation (2) only with
In contrast to [21], the standard [22] was useful only for step by step measurements (not for mode stirring operation). In the following, the number of measurement points was settled to nine (the eight corners of the working volume and its center point). This standard enabled to define a new parameter similar to a total electric field entity (contrary to relation (2) standing for a mean electric field component) averaged over N points
Similarly to previous field
, the number of measurement points might vary from one configuration to another. Thus, the relation (4) was used for two distinct setups using respectively nine locations (calibration for empty MSRC) and four points (in the presence of the biological incubator). Consequently, it also appeared more convenient to refer indifferently to ↔ E max tot using quantity in (4) defined for N = 9 or N = 4.
The purpose of this part was not to refer exactly to standards [21, 22] but, as previously explained, to define the quantities used here to characterize the levels of the inner electric field (MSRC). Considering the total or the Cartesian component of the electric field, differences appeared and led to the definitions of
From a physical point of view, we noted that the value given by ↔ E max c appeared more penalizing than considering total electric field (maximizing data from all Cartesian components over a whole rotation of the stirrer) and set a maximum level of electric field illuminating biological medium. That was the reason why, in the following, the characteristic levels for electromagnetic exposures were defined from
Finally, from previous electronic criteria, a third parameter for electric field has been defined. From relations (2) and (4), entities defined enable to take into account the electric field maxima. Based upon specificities of MSRC measurements achieved in this article (biological material), the use of maxima components did not reveal inevitably pertinent to dosimetric works. Although previous criteria were well known and largely spread in EMC community and gathering both physical and biological point of view, it appeared interesting for the following treatments to define an averaged total electric entity as follows:
withĒ moy tot the averaged value of the total electric field measured at the centre point inside the working volume (j referring to stirrer step). Previous mean was obtained from 180 steps of mechanical stirrer. The electric field given by (5) was particularly useful for dosimetric part presented in the last section. Moreover, the measurements achieved to compute the quantity given by (4) allowed checking the time stability of electric field in the next part.
Statistical Properties of the LASMEA's MSRC
Let us consider the LASMEA's MSRC whose dimensions are equal to 8.40 × 6.70 × 3.50 m 3 , respectively for the length, width and height. So, the large dimensions of the structure enables to avoid the electromagnetic couplings between the source antenna (log-periodical antenna ETS Lindgren, ref. 3115, 1-18 GHz), directed in the corner of the chamber and the reception equipments. The working volume where the electromagnetic field can be considered as statistically uniform is Firstly, measurements were carried out in eight space points, i.e., at the tops of a parallelepiped corresponding to the working volume of the MSRC [21] . In the frequency band [890; 910 MHz], we verified ( Fig. 2) that the values of the standard deviation of the electric field Cartesian components, noted σ x , σ y and σ z , as well as that of the standard deviation of the total field, noted σ xyz were below the limit of 3 dB, fixed by [21] .
In order to confirm these results showing the uniformity of the electric field in the working volume of MSRC, we proceeded to the comparison of the theoretical and experimental distribution laws by means of the adequacy statistical test of Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS), chosen because of its effectiveness. This test was applied to the independent samples resulting from 500 measurements of the power received by an antenna (the same one as the source antenna) located at the centre of the working volume, the stirrer being continuously in rotation. These measurements were carried out in the range [890 MHz, 910 MHz] with a step frequency of ∆f = 0.1 MHz. The Fig. 3 represents the maximum value of the difference between the theoretical and experimental distribution functions of the power standardized to its mean value on a revolution of the stirrer. It should be noted that only the independent samples are retained for the application of the statistical test for each frequency.
The number of independent samples N ind is calculated with the classical autocorrelation function method [27] . The offset ∆, i.e., the number of samples at which the correlation coefficient is dropped to 1/e is found, and we have: N ind = N mes /∆. At the frequency of interest, N ind (equal to 200 at 900 MHz) is high enough to provide significantly results from the statistical tests. At the frequency of 900 MHz, this distance remains lower than the limit given by the Tables [33] for various levels: α = 1%, 5% and 10%. For lower frequencies where the chamber and the stirrer are not electrically large and where the number of excited modes is low, the property of the electromagnetic field uniformity on a revolution of the stirrer is not observed.
Let us recall that α represents the error percentage of rejection of a true assumption. Thus at 900 MHz one observes a non rejection of the theoretical distribution law of the power received by the reception antenna, allowing concluding on the uniformity of the electromagnetic field at this frequency. Thus, a system placed in the working volume of the MSRC is irradiated by an infinite number of plane waves of random polarization and incidence [30] . The question now is to know if the biological samples (human cells) are immersed in an environment whose properties are similar to those of the empty exposure system (MSRC). 
Characterization of the Electromagnetic Environment around the Biological Media
In this part, we proposed an accurate overview of electromagnetic field characteristics around the biological cultures. To briefly sum up, because of the asymmetry of MSRC stirrer, there were variations in the electric field during each of the 9 s rotation (Fig. 1(a)1) . However, this asymmetric structure ensured that the mean value of the electric field was uniform for each revolution. The electromagnetic environment surrounding the human cells has the following characteristics:
• non-thermal electromagnetic field (two exposure levels: (2) and (3) according to the number of measurements points, • high frequency (900 MHz), • statistical homogeneity, isotropy and uniformity of the electric field over each revolution of the stirrer.
As for the empty chamber, one might consider that the biological samples were irradiated by an infinite number of electromagnetic plane waves characterized by random parameters [30] .
Tested human cells were located in a biological medium distributed inside dishes with a diameter of 41 mm and height of 12 mm, themselves placed in parallelepiped plexiglass containers ( Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c) ). As depicted in Fig. 1 , theses dishes were inserted in an incubator ( Fig. 1(a) 3) whose sizes were 0.62 × 0.61 × 0.46 m 3 . It was embedded with electrical devices enabling to maintain inner conditions (CO 2 atmosphere, temperature).
First, we studied the impact of the incubator on the electromagnetic field properties by comparison to the characteristics of the environment inside the empty MSRC. Fig. 4 stands for variations of the loading factor CLF [21] for a frequency f defined as follows:
where P load r (f ) and P empty r (f ) stand for the average power measured over a whole stirrer revolution by a reception antenna and a spectrum analyser (ANRITSU MS 2663, 9 kHz-8.1 GHz) inside the working volume of the MSRC respectively with and without incubator. These measurements have been performed with a frequency step of 100 kHz. The loading factor, in the vicinity of 900 MHz, remains closed to 1 (Fig. 4) .
In order to complete the analysis of the loaded MSRC, i.e., to verify the statistical parameters of the electromagnetic environment, we measured the power received by a log-periodic antenna for four points located inside the MSRC working volume and outside the incubator (stirring in continuous rotating mode). For independent samples extracted from these data, the KS statistical test was applied to the mean received power. As shown in Table 1 , one noted nonrejection of the theoretical law of the power for a risk of first species equal to 1%, 5% and 10%, this last value being the most constraining. Indeed, levels obtained for KS tests remained lower than the tabbed data (respectively for different α values). Consequently, the statistical properties of the electromagnetic fields in the working volume of the empty and loaded (by the incubator) MSRC appear similar (according to Fig. 3) .
In order to verify the non influence of the electrical parts of the incubator, additional measurements of the electric field have been performed with and without these equipments in operation. The ratio between the averages (over a whole stirrer rotation) of the two series of the electric field values is lower than 1.5 dB (Fig. 5 ) that confirms the quasi independence of the electromagnetic field from the electrical devices (fan, heaters) in the incubator.
The last stage relating to the characterization of the electromagnetic field generated in the MSRC in the cells vicinity requires the measurement of the electric field inside the incubator.
Considering the field magnitude, the attenuation of an electric component due to the incubator structure was negligible as confirmed from Fig. 6 . Indeed, means (for four measurement points) of the maximum value of the electric field component during each revolution of the stirrer [21] were similar (7.87 V/m) within both the empty MSRC and within the incubator. Similarly to the previous case, considering [22] , averaged value of total electric field remains steady with or without the biological incubator. Thus, the impact of the incubator on the electric field amplitude seems negligible, particularly at 900 MHz. The general restriction in MSRC obligates to place the biological dishes at a distance more than 0.5 wavelengths away from any metallic part and with a distance no less than 0.7 wavelengths from any absorber object. This last assumption was verified since 
Electric field ratio (dB)
Frequency (MHz) Figure 5 . Ratio between the averages of the electric fields (inside the incubator) with and without electric devices in operation. the incubator involves no major changing comparing inner and outer electric field (Fig. 6) ; it appeared transparent regarding to the electromagnetic environment. Moreover, from the description of the biological setup (Section 1.3), the heating devices and the air fan ( Fig. 7) were located at a sufficient distance from living media (more or approximately 0.5λ, with λ the wavelength for f = 900 MHz). Further measurements of the electric field enabled to check right the electromagnetic behavior of the incubator inside the MSRC (following setup described on Fig. 7) .
We also aimed to determine if the biological model is not exposed to very variable amplitudes of the field during a stirrer revolution (9 s). Thus, we measured the time evolution of the electric field around the biological model. From a statistical point of view, mean value of the total electric field (from the center of the incubator) is equal tō E moy tot = 5.85 V/m, with a standard deviation (STD) of 0.769 V/m in the neighborhood of cells (Fig. 8) . Expressing dispersion of the electric field variations as the classical rate CV (Coefficient of Variation [36] ) between standard deviation and mean value showed a relatively weak level (13%). Moreover, about 60% of measured electric field levels remained between averaged value (5.85 V/m) ± STD. Uniformity and isotropy of the inner electric field were checked: We first measured the magnitude of the three electric field components for four points inside the incubator, in tuning mode (i.e., for N locations of the stirrer). Measuring the maximum value of each component during every revolution of the stirrer for all selected points led to compute standard deviations σ x , σ y and σ z from each Cartesian component, and also σ xyz from the total electric field. Table 2 illustrates the properties of the HF EMF according to the [21] criteria. The standard deviations were determined from measurements at 900 MHz. As previously (empty case, Fig. 2 ), they were consistently lower than the 3 dB limit set by [21] specifications, verifying that the electromagnetic field in the vicinity of the biological cells was both homogeneous and isotropic. It could be noted that the measurements were performed in the vicinity of the plexiglass boxes but not inside them. Indeed, they were much too small to allow measurements inside them using the electric probe.
Then, we performed the measurement of the power received by a dipole antenna placed inside the incubator at the location of biological dishes at 900 MHz. Relying on the stirring mode operation, 500 Figure 9 . Results from statistical KS tests for measurements inside the culture chamber.
measurements were obtained for one point in the vicinity of biological material. Fig. 9 shows the results concerning statistical KS tests to compare experimental (after extracting independent samples) and theoretical distributions.
The maximum gap existing between theoretical and experimental electric field distributions (named "exp" on Fig. 9 ) was lower than the limits set by [33] at 1%, 5% and 10% risks, respectively. It means that the probabilistic law of the electric field generated in the vicinity of the considered cells cultures was similar to the one obtained in the empty MSRC. We could therefore consider that biological dishes were irradiated by a statistically homogeneous and isotropic electric field. Consequently, the transparency of the thermo-regulated incubator was checked towards electromagnetic field properties around the biological samples.
The first part of this study highlighted the interest of using a MSRC as an exposure system for in vitro experiments. In contrast to a system generating a plane wave, the electromagnetic characteristics of the field are not statistically affected by the presence of the biological equipment. From Table 1 , Fig. 3 and Fig. 9 , the electromagnetic properties of power or field are checked respectively in the working volume outside from the incubator, in the empty MSRC and inside the biological device.
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF THE SAR INSIDE THE BIOLOGICAL MEDIUM
It was necessary to evaluate the homogeneity of the power density inside the biological medium where human cells grew. Comparing the small dimensions of the culture dishes to the MSRC size, the experimental determination of the SAR became extremely complex (from an electromagnetic point of view). We came to the conclusion that we had to develop a numerical model taking into account the whole electromagnetic reverberating environment. These results were then used to specify the experimental setup for SAR determination.
SAR Computation with a FDTD Model Assuming Reverberating Environment
From a physical point of view, dosimetry aimed to define the power absorbed by biological matter and media. Thus, the formula giving the expression of the SAR at r location inside the biological medium and at frequency f was
where σ and ρ stood respectively for the electric conductivity (S/m) and density (kg/m 3 ) of biological medium. The internal electric field strength (root mean square) E was measured in V/m. In the following, for simplicity, SAR(r, f ) might be written SAR(f ) referring to a single numerical location r. Based upon previous relation (7), SAR simulations needed to compute the most accurate value of the electric field E. From the variety of methods (frequency and time domains for instance), we chose the Finite-Difference in Time-Domain (FDTD) technique [34] . Considering the constant increase of computing power, the advantages of this method were numerous: simplicity, robustness, analysis on a large frequency bandwidth. The method allowed to model various sources, free-space and different materials (dispersive, dissipative, non linear ones). Based on these arguments, this formalism has already been successfully used to compute dosimetric quantities [35] (typical dielectric needs due to the presence of living materials).
Considering the large spread of FDTD theoretical principles, this section is dedicated to a brief summing up of necessary elements to understand the basis of SAR computing achieved in this study. FDTD basically relied on writing the Maxwell's equations in a differential form, then simplifying those different space and time derivatives by a technique called "Finite-Difference". The method therefore required a space discretization of the computational domain following Yee's cell ( Fig. 10(a) ).
We were interested in SAR computing inside biological medium; this simulated value stood for the power density absorbed in each culture dish. It might be noticed, from various studies [35] , that a sharp electromagnetic dosimetric analysis (around millimeters for a frequency of 900 MHz) was required to define SAR levels inside biological media. Obviously, modeling the complete system including the cavity, the mechanical rotating mode stirrer, the biological incubator and the dishes, involved numerical difficulties (huge memory and time computing costs). Nevertheless, simulations allowed to describe more precisely the power density distribution (uniform or not) for each biological dishes. As explained in the following, FDTD models ( Fig. 10(b) ) enabled to combine accurate description of biological media (including the culture liquid with the electromagnetic characteristics r = 71 and σ = 2 S/m, and plexiglass dishes surrounding it, CO 2 biological container were not included) and an attractive description of the inner electromagnetic environment inside the MSRC. and the irradiated element (culture dishes, volume of biological medium = 2 mL) required a particular numerical strategy. Relying on previous theoretical works describing a plane wave modeling of the electric field inside the MSRC, the electromagnetic reverberating environment might be numerically approached by a finite sum of plane waves [14] . Figure 11 gives a sketch of the previous analogy applied on the biological incubator. From a numerical point of view, the measurement device used for classical MSRC tests needs a whole description of experimental equipments: The entire volume of the metallic cavity, the mechanical stirrer and antennas must be modeled. Generally, the complexity of MSRC simulations is given as a function of the volume of the enclosure (i.e., the number of unknowns), the losses observed inside the culture chamber, the frequency bandwidth of study and the intrinsic characteristics (physical and geometrical properties) of the equipment. Considering SAR expectations of these works and previous remarks about sizes of the MSRC, the different scales of equipments prevent to straightforward modelling the MSRC and the biological medium (prohibitive time and memory costs). Consequently we proposed a randomly distributed plane wave approach gathered with FDTD numerical tools [34] .
The method described in this study was applied successfully to simulate the exposure of animals in a reverberating environment in [14] . The method basically involved the illumination of the biological model with a finite (twelve) number of plane waves with the same magnitude but with different polarizations and incident directions. The total SAR was numerically assessed in each voxel (FDTD elementary cell) as a superposition of magnitudes (SAR) and normalized according to the empty setup.
One of the main advantages of time techniques relied on their ability to work on a large frequency bandwidth in a single simulation. Results given by [35] fitted with those obtained from single numerical irradiation (one plane wave impinging on biological dish in our study). This last remark laid emphasis on the importance of normalization with power (or electric field) inserted. From SAR relation (7) and previous plane wave description, the standardized SAR simulation in a reverberating environment (unitary mean magnitude) for each frequency f was given by
where E 2 e (f ) stood for the mean squared electric field without biological medium (i.e., averaged value of E 2 inside simulated working volume in empty case). NSAR (1 V/m) (f ) was given in W·m 2 /(kg·V 2 ) and represented a normalized SAR value at frequency f .
Consequently, regarding the numerical exposure field distribution as a realistic representation of the genuine electric field distribution inside the MSRC [14] , we could gather simulated and measured SAR. Indeed, taking into account the incident power (numerically or experimentally), the mean value x of the electric field observed in reverberating environment might be integrated in final SAR computation as follows:
Simulated SAR and Discussion
As explained previously, an important point of the characterization of the electromagnetic configuration concerned the SAR determination. We estimated its spatial distribution by electromagnetic simulations based on FDTD in order to access further analysis concerning SAR computation. The FDTD model described on Fig. 12(b) represented one biological dish that was irradiated by a random sum of plane waves (obviously, numerically, a finite one, 198 similarly to [15] ). Based upon this previous reference (200 plane waves), the discretization (FDTD) of the numerical setup imposed criteria (number) to properly model the plane waves description (incidence uniformly distributed). To carefully describe the plane waves distribution, the closer number plane waves regarding [15] was 198. Physical parameters given on Fig. 10 (b) (relative electric permittivity r and conductivity σ for f = 900 MHz) enabled to compute accurately SAR inside 2 mL of culture medium relying on relation (7): 12 mm height and 41 mm cylindrical shape. Figure 12 gives an overview of the SAR distributions in linear scale considering minimum and maximum values obtained respectively for a polarized (one plane wave illuminating top of dish) and random source at 900 MHz. The magnitude of the total electric field used on Results given on Fig. 12 (a) were in a good agreement with conclusions from [35] regarding the importance of polarization for in vitro electromagnetic exposure. SAR was not homogeneous inside biological dishes and relatively huge SAR gradients appeared (i.e., cells in culture did not receive the same power during experiment). In this context, the polarization of irradiating plane wave has an important impact both on SAR strengths (from 0.7 mW/kg to 3.2 mW/kg) and on its distribution. In contrast to the previous case, for a randomly distributed/polarized source, the three-dimensional SAR distribution might be considered as homogeneous inside the culture medium, i.e., the individual repartition of each SAR FDTD cell in biological meshing was approximately uniform (Fig. 12(b) ). Statistical SAR data were summed up in Table 3 (level 1) and laid emphasis on relatively weak SAR variations around the mean value (2 mW/kg). Even if heat points appeared on the interface between the culture medium and the plexiglass dish (on the neighbourhood in Fig. 12(b) ), the SAR gradients were much weaker than for the polarized source ( Fig. 12(a) ).
Previous works [35] focused on the difficulty to fit accurate SAR computation with fine description of devices used for EMC tests. Thus, experiments performed in the MSRC allowed to take advantage of a large number of electromagnetic excitations (various angles of incidence and polarization for a statistically uniform electric field). Consequently, the biological device was irradiated with the most penalizing configuration.
SAR distributions respectively for polarized/random sources (overview was given on Fig. 12) were detailed in the histograms on Fig. 13 . SAR simulated values (linear scale) were organized according to 15 classes and represented considering the relative frequency of the SAR value in each case. In a first time, regarding Fig. 13(a) From previous results, the three-dimensional SAR distribution was relatively homogeneous for a random source compared to the polarized case since most of the SAR values were close to the average (Fig. 13(b) ) contrary to the polarised exposure [35] . Indeed, SAR maxima ( Fig. 13(a) ) were concentrated in the last class justifying a worse SAR distribution regarding the homogeneity. Finally, those numerical Mean SAR values were about 2.0 mW/kg and 54 mW/kg respectively for levels 1 and 2.
We were interested to more precisely understand the SAR measurements with results taken from computation. Obviously, effects of coupling between various biological dishes were rather complex to study experimentally. Considering the experimental setup (number of dishes, distance between them), further simulations were achieved inserting several biological devices (including culture medium and dish) in order to rate the importance of inter-dish coupling.
Although some coupling effects may appear [35] considering one polarized plane wave, only low levels of coupling were observed in this study. The relative gap (CE) existing between each dish (considered independently) and the "1 dish" simulation enabled to easily compute the coupling effects.
Technically, comparing "1 dish" with "4 dishes" simulations to evaluate coupling effects meant computing, for each FDTD cell i, the relative gap between the reference electromagnetic field ("1 dish", no coupling, E 0 i ) and the one obtained in the presence of 4 dishes (E j i , j = number of dish, Fig. 14 )
Obviously, a relative gap CE j i = 0 stood for no coupling effect in FDTD cell i of dish j.
Thus, considering Table 4 , a closer look was given to the impact of coupling for FDTD simulation involving 198 random plane waves (with uniform distribution of incidence and polarization). Although some effects appeared with multiple dishes, the results reported in Table 4 underlines relatively weak levels of coupling (maximum 5% of coupling effect). Accordingly, no major coupling was expected in SAR measurements in the MSRC. The use of a numerical model appeared essential to the analysis of SAR homogeneity in the biological medium. Moreover accessing to the actual value of SAR revealed very interesting in order to guarantee dosimetric levels expected for MSRC experiments. Numerical results were normalized with the level of field generated experimentally (levels 1 and 2). Results from a "4 dishes FDTD simulation" are reported on Fig. 14 using the same source of random plane waves (Fig. 12(b) ). The presence of four dishes instead of one did not seem to cause major changes in SAR distribution inside each plate (Fig. 14) .
From a purely numerical point of view, the simulations of the whole experiments (including FDTD models and random sources) were achieved on a 'desktop' personal computer (processor Intel Quad 2.40 GHz/3.25 Go RAM). For "1 dish" and "4 dishes" tests, they needed a CPU time of about 1.5 days and 10.5 days. Finally, the requested memories were respectively 20 Mo and 184 Mo.
SAR Validation from Experiments

SAR from Temperature Measurements
The numerical SAR values obtained from a FDTD code were faced to experimental data from temperature measurements. It was widely admitted that SAR evaluation (in W/kg) might be obtained from
where C stands for the biological medium heat capacity in J/(kg· • C), T represents temperature in • C, and t (in s) is time of exposure. From relation (11) , one can note that the time derivative is necessary at the initial instant. That is the reason why numerical treatments are needed to fit the temperature curve at the origin of the electromagnetic exposure. In the following, one of the major issues was to properly define a setup allowing determination of the initial time of exposure (see following section regarding experimental dosimetry). Thus a linear fitting enabled to compute the time derivative in (11) from temperature measurements. Moreover, results given by numerical SAR simulations justified the choices concerning SAR experimental setup.
Experimental Dosimetry
According to the relation (11), SAR might be obtained from temperature measurements (numerical or experimental ones). In this study, this way was used to evaluate SAR experimentally and to compare those results with numerical data from previous section. From numerical dosimetric study, it was established that measurement may be achieved for one location and one dish (at the centre of one biological dish), relying on computed SAR distributions and low levels of coupling between biological dishes. Temperature measurements were done using a Luxtron probe (temperature monitoring Luxtron 812 and STF Luxtron probe, Fig. 15 ). It is worth noting that no temperature increasing was recorded for the two levels of exposure previously defined (levels 1 and 2, Tables 5 and 6 ).
Temperature measurements were done as described by [37] : After checking the temperature stability, a sufficient amount of power was injected to allow a recordable temperature increase inside the biological samples (Fig. 16 , using Luxtron probe referred in Fig. 15 label) . Table 5 defines the levels of the incident power P in inside the MSRC. For these three levels, the magnitude of the electric field ↔ E max c was measured according to (4) and [21] . The averaged magnitude of the total electric fieldĒ moy tot (quantity more representative for dosimetric experiments) was also computed to enable an accurate comparison with simulated data.
The SAR was determined by performing measurements every 0.5 s. Given the fact that one rotation of the stirrer lasted 9 s, 200 s (400 measurements) were accounting for more than 20 revolutions available. The experimental SAR was deduced (linear fitting) from temperature ( Fig. 16) . Three different series of measurements were realized, allowing testing the repeatability of the SAR protocol.
We recorded the time profiles of temperatures for each value of injected power in order to evaluate levels of SAR inside the human Figure 16 . Temperature measurements with Luxtron apparatus (power inserted from case C, Table 5 ). Table 6 . SAR measurements (mW/kg) for two normalized exposure levels (3 setups: cases A, B and C). (Table 5) .
From values given by Table 6 , the weak scattering of results from cases A, B and C around mean value (average SAR ) might be noted. Thus, because of the validation of the experiments repeatability for various values of inserted power, we deduced SAR levels for bioelectromagnetic exposures achieved. The mean value of SAR for each revolution was respectively equal to 2.6 mW/kg and 73 mW/kg for levels 1 and 2.
Finally, experimental results were in a good agreement with numerical data (Table 3 : Peak values respectively of 2.5 mW/kg and 68 mW/kg were obtained inside biological medium for exposure levels 1 and 2, and central location). Moreover, this analysis showed the complementarity between experimental and theoretical approaches to characterize the exposure system.
CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
This article showed that MSRC is an efficient electromagnetic device for in vitro bioelectromagnetism tests. Relying on its ability to control characteristics of electromagnetic environment in a given working volume, many benefits might be expected for bioelectroMagnetic Compatibility (bioEMC) experiments. From a statistical point of view, distribution laws of electric field were obtained considering data during a whole revolution of the stirrer. The field properties were accurately known in both empty and loaded chamber. The physical properties of the biological material (culture medium, dishes and incubator) has no influence on electromagnetic distribution. The quality of the environment in the vicinity of human cells in culture was given by the study of statistical electromagnetic properties obtained from measurements of electric field inside the incubator. Then, particular works were achieved to compute SAR inside the culture medium. Experimental and numerical experiments both showed that low SAR levels (respectively 2.6 mW/kg and 2.0 mW/kg) were obtained in the MSRC with an inner electric fieldĒ moy tot = 5.85 V/m. Moreover SAR distribution revealed relatively uniform inside biological dishes. Contrary to temperature measurements, SAR modeling relied on computing electromagnetic distributions and allowed analysis of coupling effects between culture media: Numerical results given for four biological dishes showed no major effect of mutual coupling between them. Moreover, they justified the use of a single location for SAR experiments. The experimental approach gave references to evaluate two SAR results corresponding to biological experiments achieved respectively with low and high amplitudes of irradiation. Obviously, both the exposure system and the levels of incident power may be taken into account to properly quantify SAR values. Finally, the use of MSRC for bioEMC appeared as a convenient facility to achieve frontiers between physical and biological works. Experience earned from EMC studies in MSRC has been adapted and improved considering current electromagnetic works about biological irradiation and SAR definitions.
